
Knife throwers. Ominous fortresses. Angry mimes. Snack festivals. 
Morose contortionists. Guillotines. Smiling journalists. Lonely young women. 

Lingering hope. Incompetence. Desperation. Funny disguises.

Plus an unprecedented multiplatform onslaught, three stand-alone editions  
reimagining the story for the unique possibilities of each form:  

tactile and textured, immersive and serialized, accessible and immediate.

Thrills, chills, spills, and dills.

“The Pickle Index is full of life and everything else. Rowdy and sweaty  
   and heartbreaking and funny.”                    —MIRANDA JULY

NOVEMBER
For more infomation, contact mail@thepickleindex.com or visit www.thepickleindex.com.

BOXED DIgITAL PAPERBAck

FROM THE CRE ATORS OF THE SILE NT HISTORY



BOXED EDITION



The boxed edition of The Pickle Index consists of two separate hardcovers: one 

containing updates from The Daily Scrutinizer, an enthusiastic state-sanctioned 

newspaper; the other collecting misguided recipes from Flora Bialy, the assistant 

ringmaster of an unpopular circus. By alternating chapter-by-chapter between 

these two volumes, a single story emerges, as Flora and her collaborators attempt 

to forestall their leader’s looming execution.

Each book features ten large, full-spread illustrations, one for each day of the 

story; each of these illustrations can be combined with their counterpart in the 

accompanying book — sometimes horizontally, sometimes vertically, sometimes 

requiring rotation or other unexpected alignments — to create a larger unified 

panorama. The experience of integrating each pair functions simultaneously as a 

visual puzzle, sequential art, and exquisite corpse. 

The overall design is an exploration of the specific opportunities of print — both 

the traditional pleasures of textured hardcovers, a foil-stamped slipcase, and large 

visuals, and the unexpected thrill of the book’s innovative construction, which 

helps to tell the story itself: the enforced pauses, the distinct sources, the search 

for truth amid the bizarrely contrasting realities. The result is an inherently tactile 

experience, a truly interactive book.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN PAPERBAck FROM FSg ORIgINALS

ALL 3 on NOVEMBER 3
www.thepickleindex.com

For more infomation, contact mail@thepickleindex.com.



News, recipes, and 
citizenship, updated daily.

The Daily Scrutinizer, Destina’s 
finest (and only) source for  

news and views.

User-guided peer-to-peer network-
ing, for efficient recipe delivery.

The Index itself, a vibrant  
forum for citizen-to-citizen  

recipe exchange.

One of the many delicious  
offerings available  

via the Index. 

Maximize your personal  
potential and avert unanticipated 

fines/imprisonment.

DIgITAL EDITION



The digital edition of The Pickle Index takes the form of a mandatory recipe- 

exchange network in a downtrodden, fermentation-obsessed nation. The 

story unfolds over the course of ten days (both in story time and real time), 

revealing the narrative through the various features of the app: popular vin-

egar-based recipes, daily news updates, dynamic maps, and FAQ. Along 

the way, the app plays with serialization, mini-games, reader participation, 

upvoting, and even network overloads—all in service of the central nar-

rative, the story of a dysfunctional circus forced to attempt an unlikely 

prison break. The result is an immersive, exploratory ten-day experience, a 

uniquely digital interplay of form and content.



“Entirely revolutionary.”
—Wired

“Exquisitely designed… The overall effect 
is one of total immersion.”

—Boston Globe

“Relentlessly thoughtful and new.”
— The Times (UK)

“Exceptionally rich and frequently moving...  
A compelling story about difference,  

rights, and power.”
—The Guardian (UK)

“A sprawling, captivating work… A rare breath  
of excitement in a confused industry.”

—Forbes

“This is the first — and definitive —  
Great American Digital Novel.”

—The Webby Awards

“Terrific.”
—Wall Street Journal

“One of the most talked-about new experiments.”
—New York Times

“A book-app chimera with the weight and flow of 
a good novel and the open-ended world-making 

potential of a collaborative game. … A revelation.”
—Contents

“Chilling and intelligent”
—New Scientist

“A landmark project that illuminates a possible 
future for e-book novels.”

—Los Angeles Times

“A brilliant, haunting work of speculative fiction.”
—South China Morning Post

“The plot more than stands on its own, driven by 
classic narrative virtues: chases, hints of the super-
natural, and bits of the dystopian thriller, intellect 
mystery and cosmic jigsaw puzzle. The finale asks 
the biggest questions of all, suggesting that here 

is a novel at once fun, clever and humane with the 
scope to outlast its hipper-than-thou origins.”

—Independent (UK)

“Absolutely stunning… Brilliant.  
I am firmly hooked.”

—AppAdvice

“The Silent History is both an experiment and  
a dramatic statement: what is possible when  

fiction and technology merge in a meaningful  
and innovative way?”

—KQED

“Brilliant… A vital work of art.”
—Huffington Post

“No interactive or electronic book in existence has 
ever come close to the creativity or the uniqueness 
or the altogether newness of The Silent History.”

—TeleRead

“Will change your reading experience forever.”
—BuzzFeed

FROM THE cREATORS OF

THE SILENT HISTORY

Official Selection of the Sundance New Frontiers Story Lab

Winner of Webby Award for Innovation

Selected by Apple for The Best Apps of 2012

Winner of the inaugural Digital Americana Prize for Storytelling

One of Entertainment Weekly’s Top Ten Apps of 2012



Eli Horowitz is the co-creator of The Silent History, a digital 

novel; The Clock Without a Face, a treasure-hunt mystery; The 

New World, a cryogenics thriller; and Everything You Know Is 

Pong, an illustrated cultural history of table tennis. He was 

the managing editor and then publisher of McSweeney’s; 

his design work has been honored by I.D., Print and the 

American Institute of Graphic Arts. Previously, he wrote 

science trivia questions based on popular films of the 1990s 

and was briefly employed as an apprentice carpenter. He 

was born in Virginia and now lives in Northern California.

Russell Quinn is a developer, designer, and product man-

ager. He was previously employed as McSweeney’s Digital 

Media Director. Before that, he cofounded multinational 

digital agency Spoiled Milk, and made tools for games con-

soles at Sony. In 2012, he cocreated The Silent History, a 

Webby Award-winning digital novel for iOS. His work has 

been recognized by Apple, Sundance, SXSW, Wired, Time, 

Core77, and Creative Review. A native Englishman, Russell 

left the UK in 2005, eventually settling in rural California 

after periods in Denmark and Switzerland.


